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At the beginning of November 2023, more than 500 scientists and numerous NGOs signed an open letter (https://eidas-open-letter.org) expressing serious concerns about the upcoming eIDAS 2.0 regulation (Regulation on electronic identification and trust services for electronic transactions in the internal market). The focal point of the letter was that the regulation opens the door to mass surveillance of citizens by Member States – while the European Court of Justice has repeatedly pointed out that mass surveillance would violate the fundamental right to privacy.

As a consequence of the public debate following our letter, the regulation was revised. On 8 November, the European Commission announced the completion of the negotiations. The agreed draft (https://www.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/278103/eIDAS-4th-column-extract.pdf) was released by the ITRE committee on 16 November, twelve days before the vote in the ITRE committee of the EU parliament on 28 November.

We have carefully studied the outcome of the trilogue, and we are pleased to see that the text has been moving in the right direction. Unfortunately – despite the claims by the European Commission (https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/qanda_21_2664) – we do not believe that our concerns with respect to mass surveillance have been addressed in a satisfactory way.

We will try to clarify why without repeating the detailed arguments from the open letter.

The revised draft of the regulation intends to provide additional safeguards against mass surveillance by adding a clause stating that its goal is “not to affect the freedom of web-browser providers to ensure web security, domain authentication and the encryption of web traffic in the manner and with the technology they consider most appropriate.” Unfortunately, this protection is only included in Recital 32 rather than in Art. 45. Legal experts have pointed out that text in a recital has very limited legal value while the inclusion of this text in Art. 45 would have been a strong guarantee for the protection of the right to privacy.

A second clarification was added to Recital 32 stating that “web-browsers should not deny the authenticity of qualified certificates for website authentication for the sole purpose of attesting the link between the website domain name and the natural or legal person to whom the certificate is issued and confirming the identity of that person.” This has been interpreted by some as implying that Qualified Web Authentication Certificates (QWACs) would not be used to protect the encryption between the browser and web server. In the TLS protocol, website authentication is intricately linked to the protection of the connection with encryption and this is also the interpretation in the current standards for QWACs. It would be possible to develop a new standard that separates the linkage from the domain name to the legal identity provided by a QWACs certificate from the TLS certificate that links a domain name to a public key. This
would require a strong mandate to create such a standard. Similar to the previous statement, the legal value seems to be limited in any case.

Finally, the mobile wallet part of the regulation mentions in multiple places the need for the European Digital Identity Wallet to protect privacy, including data minimization, and prevention of profiling. However, our concerns remain that the draft regulation still enables large-scale tracking of citizens based on government-issued identifiers. Our concern that unobservability (towards the Wallet provider) and unlinkability are not sufficiently assured has not been addressed: this means the technical implementation will decide on core privacy safeguards and that relying parties will choose the Member State with the weakest protection. The current reference architecture does not use the state-of-the-art technologies such as anonymous credentials that have been developed more than 20 years ago. It is clear that, once mobile wallets are rolled out on a large scale, it will become exceedingly difficult to make further changes.

In view of the above, we strongly urge the European Parliament to condition the adoption of the outcome of the trilogue agreement on the prior publication by the European Commision and the Council of a clear and unambiguous mandate for the European Standardization bodies to draft standards that i) ensure that there will be no interference with how connections with web servers are authenticated, or the technology used to encrypt web traffic and instead only apply to displayed identity information and ii) guarantee strong unobservability and unlinkability for mobile identity wallet users. The European Parliament should also use its powers and dedicate resources to closely monitor the implementation of the regulation.

If those additional guarantees are not offered, we cannot recommend that the Members of the European Parliament accept the current draft. We acknowledge that it contains several positive elements, such as discrimination protection, use-case regulation and a right to pseudonymity, which are missing in most national digital identity frameworks. But we also believe that it does not adequately respect the right to privacy of citizens and secure online communications and it substantially increases the risk of harm.
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